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Members News

FPS and Gateway Group Collaborated for the 22nd Annual
General Meeting.

Check out the video by Gateway Group to know
more about their services,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MBoRu_RhF3k

Established in 2007, Gateway group is an
industry leader in the Philippines. The video
presentation by Gateway group explains their
competency and excellence in the industry.
Gateway group has expertise in services such
as Direct Import- Export Cargo Consolidation,
Non Vessel Operating common carrier, project
cargo, air and sea freight forwarding, Breakbulk
agent. Being in the industry for more than a
decade, Gateway group believes in providing
excellent services to its business partners and
customers.
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FPS Group Virtual AGM and
One to One Meetings 2021:
A collaboration with Gateway
FPS Group in collaboration with Gateway Group,
successfully conducted their ‘Virtual AGM’ and
the One to One meetings. There were 99
participants who joined the meeting from 55
companies. The AGM had presentations from
the members followed by the One to One
meetings. Total 1733 One to One meetings
were held and attended by the members, where
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they discussed the business, current industry
and how they can work together and grow their
business.
We really appreciate your participation in the
AGM and are glad to have you in our network.
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NG News desk, UAE: Navigators team expressed their excitement
in welcoming the Expo 2020, Dubai which is expected to be one of
the largest attention-grabber and attractive events in the region.
The event which was launched on the 1st of
October has already attracted people of
different nationalities. UAE has opened its
doors for welcoming the global community.
Navigators Shipping and Logistica has issued
special passes to the employees for visiting
the Expo pavilions and interact with delegates
from different countries, who are going to be
wpresent at the show. Expo 2020 is a World
Expo, currently hosted by Dubai in the
United Arab Emirates from 1 October 2021 to
31 March 2022. Originally scheduled for 20
October 2020 to 10 April 2021, it was
postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The main site of Expo 2020 Dubai is a

438-hectare area (1083 acres) located
between the cities of Dubai and Abu Dhabi,
near Dubai’s southern border with Abu Dhabi.
The master plan, designed by the American
firm HOK, is organized around a central plaza,
entitled Al Wasl, enclosed by three large
thematic districts. Each one is dedicated to
one of the sub-themes of Expo 2020 –
Opportunity, Mobility and Sustainability. The
entire infrastructure include all modern
facilities and requirements that can meet any
emergency situation.
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Delays in ocean logistics make
holiday season orders placed
now unlikely to arrive in time.
Those delays, along with some
constraints to the supply of
goods due to energy
shortages in China, drove an
easing in transpacific rates
this week with Asia-US rates
falling by more than 6% to
both coasts and Asia-US West
Coast prices now 22% below
the mid-September peak.
Freightos.com marketplace data shows that,
in response to the ocean delays, more shippers are looking to air cargo as a last resort,
according to Judah Levine, Head of Research,
Freightos. “Pre-pandemic, only about 15% of
bookings on the marketplace were for air
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cargo, with the rest ocean bookings. “In
October, despite spiking air cargo rates, air
accounted for 35% of all shipments, a 150%
increase compared to June when the
congestion at LA/Long Beach started to build.”
Although rates are falling, they are still much
higher than in 2020. Asia-US West Coast prices
decreased 7% to $16,145/FEU – 320% higher
than the same time last year.
Asia-US East Coast fell 6% to $19,451/FEU –
316% higher than rates for this week last year,
according to Freightos FBX daily rates.
Port congestion at Los Angeles and Long
Beach continues to cause delays and
contribute to continuing high rates. A lack of
space for arriving containers at the ports has
emerged as the main choke point, with 79
ships – a new record – waiting in the bay.
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Will penalties work?
To address these issues, the ports of LA/Long
Beach have announced new penalties they will
soon charge carriers for containers that aren’t

picked up on time, though this is not a simple
task.
“While the underlying principle of this measure
reflects initiative on the part of the ports, we
believe that there are many layers to this
problem which will need attention from all
decision makers and stakeholders,” said Dr
Johannes Schlingmeier, Cofounder and CEO,
Container xChange. “It is important to reflect
on the problem of the record volume and
congestion problem at these ports and identify
who could possibly play a key role in reducing
the congestion.
“The intermodal stakeholders like the truckers
and rail transport play a vital role in delivering
the boxes on time. As much as they are

Movement
important to the situation, they are beyond the
capacity and control of the carriers and these
charges to the carriers will likely not increase
trucking supply.” He said that the result of
the penalties will simply be “an added burden

passed on to the shippers from the ocean
carriers who are the customers of the carriers.
Hence, there will be limited impact of this
measure on the improvement of cargo
movement and congestion at the LA and LB
ports if we look at it in isolation.”
In trucking there is a shortage of both drivers
and equipment, exacerbated by the lack of
space at warehouses where empty containers
often get stored on chassis when there is no
place to stack them. And to complete the loop,
the empty containers are often sitting at
warehouses because of a limit on how many
empties can be returned to the already-full
ports.
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A slight easing in major global
ocean freight markets and
prices since China’s early
October Golden Week holiday
has continued this week,
especially on the transpacific,
with prices stable on the main
trades, including ex-Asia,
according to the latest figures
from Freightos and Drewry.

noted that despite continued delays at the
ports of LA and Long Beach, skepticism that
the White House push to keep truck gates
open 24/7 will drive improvement in the near
term, and congestion spreading to other ports,
“there are indications that Asia-US ocean
demand is easing, at least a little”.

But despite easing rates with anecdotal
reports that some shipments can be booked
as little as one week in advance without paying
a premium, the lull is likely to be short-lived
ahead of early bookings for Lunar New Year,
digital freight pricing and management
specialist Freightos believes.

Fewer booking premiums

Judah Levine, head of research at Freightos,

In addition to Asia-US West Coast rates going
unchanged this week and remaining 16% lower
than their mid-September peak, he said
logistics providers on the Freightos.com
marketplace “are seeing other signs of a
let up”.

For example, Robert Khachatryan, CEO of the
company Freight Right, reports that for the first
time since June some transpac space can not
only be booked without premium guarantees,
but also is “available as little as one week in
advance.” Khachatryan attributes part of the
dip to the delays, with shippers still waiting for
13
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containers en route holding off or cancelling
any additional shipments.
And according to Miranda Qin of Seabay
Logistics, another forwarder available on
freightos.com, both suppliers and importers
say that supply constraints from the recent
energy shortages in China – driven by rising
coal costs and efforts to reduce emissions,
which are expected to continue until the spring
– are also contributing to a dip in demand,
Levine highlighted.
But he said there had been “no comparable
rates dip on the Asia-Europe lane, where
importers are equally exposed to production
slowdowns in China and are also dealing with
port congestion challenges. So, the easing on
the transpacific – with longer transit times and
delays than to Europe and 25 December rapidly
approaching – likely also indicates a let up in
the underlying holiday-driven demand.”

Air cargo rates extremely elevated
In the meantime, ocean delays are helping to
keep air cargo rates extremely elevated. The
Freightos Air Index (FAX) composite global
index is at $6.80/kg, 22% higher than at the
start of the year, with Asia-US West Coast
rates at $12.70/kg, a 40% climb since the end
of August.
Drewry’s latest World Container Index report
today indicated that the composite index of the
e-ght east-west major trade lanes measured
combined, decreased 0.4% this week, but at
$9,865.14 per 40ft container it remains 281%
higher than a year ago. The average composite
index of the WCI, assessed by Drewry for yearto-date, is $7,191 per 40ft container, which is
$4,661 higher than the five-year average of
$2,530 per 40ft container.

Freight rates on New York – Rotterdam gained
3% or $35 to reach $1,189 and rates from Los
Levine continued: “If this is the start of a minor
Angeles – Shanghai grew 1% to reach $1,315
lull, it is likely to be short-lived. Just as retailers
per 40ft box.v
pulled peak season orders earlier than usual
to account for delays, so too the other ocean
But otherwise, spot prices were flat or slightly
freight peak around Lunar New Year (which
declined. Rates on Shanghai to New York,
begins 1 February 1st) is likely to start early.”
Rotterdam to New York, Rotterdam to Shanghai and Shanghai to Genoa declined 1% respectively per 40ft container. Rates on Shanghai- Rotterdam and Shanghai-Los Angeles
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hovered around the previous week’s level.
Drewry expects rates to remain steady in the
coming week.

Dips in demand
Freight forwarder Flexport’s latest Ocean
Freight Market Update this week noted that
the Asia to North America (TPEB) trade saw
premium and extra loader market prices soften
“due to dips in demand for the most expensive
space on TPEB”.
Flexport added: “Whether rates will continue to
flatten, further reduce, or even increase
remains unclear. Carriers have indicated that
the demand outlook remains strong through
the end of the year. This is in line with
projections by economists, indicating strong
forecasts until inventories replenish.
Congestion is expected to remain severe.”
It noted that carriers had “extended or even
reduced rates as of 2H (second half of)
October”, but highlighted that “rate levels
remain elevated”, while space and availability
of containers remained “critical”, with “severe
undercapacity”, recommending that customers
“continue to book well in advance – at least 4
to 6 weeks from CRD (cargo ready date) to
target ETD for best chance of hitting
timelines.”
For Asia to Europe (FEWB), “space and equipment crunches continue. Market demand is
consistently exceeding supply, and rates have
been very high for a long period”, Flexport said.
It noted that the overall space situation was
still being worsened by blank sailings and poor
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equipment availability, noting: “Carriers are
overcommitted and are limiting booking
acceptance or rolling shipments. With
continuous vessel delays and shifts,
schedule reliability is very low. Power
shortages are affecting factory production up
to a certain extent and causing more changes
in shipping plans.
“Rates remain at a record high level, but have
been reasonably stable throughout October.
Most carriers have extended their premium
rates.”

US terminal congestion
On Europe to North America (TAWB), Flexport
noted that “terminal congestion along the US
East Coast is now impacting vessel schedules
with some lines cancelling Savannah calls and
replacing them with Charleston or Jacksonville. Congestion at LAX/LGB is also acausing
lines to now omit both ports and impacting
schedules.”
On TAWB pricing, Flexport said GRI rate rises
for 1 October had been implemented,
predicting “rates will stay strong for all Q4
2021”.
And for Indian Subcontinent to North America,
Flexport said forward-looking rates were softening, although “strong demand, equipment
deficits, and port omissions continue to
challenge the Indian Subcontinent”. But rates
had softened, with no expected increases
through end of October.media to compete for
workers in a tight labor market, Ms. Ritchey
said.
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Current container supply chain
congestion is set to continue
through 2022, with a return to
liner schedule reliability a key
factor, according to the Port of
Rotterdam.
Europe’s largest port has seen good volume
growth this year, although these volume
increases on their own would not result the
difficulties being seen in the supply chain in
a normal year, with current volumes slightly
above 2019 levels. Emile Hoogsteden, Vice
President Commercial of the Port of
Rotterdam, told an online media briefing that
container volumes had grown 7.8% in the first
three quarters of 2021 and were up 4% in
terms of tons. This growth is seen
continuing into October although at slower
rate as volumes had already started to pickup again in the same month last year post-
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Covid lockdowns. “We’re happy to see that the
volumes we are having now are above 2019
levels and we do expect actually the growth to
continue into 2022,” he said. The port handled
11.5m teu in the first three quarters of 2021
compared to 11.2m teu in the same period in
2019. This growth though has come against
a background of issues with empty container
repositioning, events such as the blockage of
the Suez Canal by the Ever Given, and closure
of much of Yantian Port due to a Covid-19
outbreak leading to growing port congestion
and supply chain dislocation globally.
Hans Nagtegaal, Director Containers Port of
Rotterdam, highlighted that container line
schedule reliability has been at all time low this
year and remains so. According to analysts
Sea-Intelligence global container line schedule
reliability stood at 34% in September as an
average across 34 different trades.
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“We see that the lead time and also the dwell
times on the terminals are further and further
increasing and it creates a large backlog. In
Rotterdam, for instance to give you an
example, the average dwell time for a
container has moved from four to about seven
days,” Nagtegaal explained.
He said the port sees the situation continuing
through 2022. Nagtegaal likened the supply
chain to gears or cogs that have become
tightened together and need oil to allow them
to run smoothly again.

Movement
“We actually need some oil, and the oil that we
need is schedule reliability. That would be the
first step where we see a global change this
effect. We need somewhere that the schedule
reliability can be picked up,” he said. However,
he noted that it didn’t help that 25% of global
containership capacity is essentially out of the
market waiting outside ports for berths. This
highlights a chicken and egg situation with
lines blaming their poor schedule reliability on
delays and congestion at ports.

US west coast container ports appear to be making significant
progress towards easing congestion of loaded and empty containers, and retail shelves and warehouses are currently close
to pre-pandemic stock levels, according to analysis by the
White House.
17
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But the White House briefing questioned the
size and power of container shipping alliances,
called for greater funding for and oversight
from the US maritime regulator the Federal
Maritime Commission (FMC), and said that
“reforms to our shipping laws would help
further improve our ability to get goods in
and out of this country more quickly and cost
effectively”.
In an update this week on progress in dealing with recent supply chain blockages, the
White House noted: “Earlier this month, we
announced that we would, twice a month,
track how well our nation’s transportation and
logistics supply chain is handling the increase
in demand for goods as we recover from the
pandemic. With the data for the full month of
October now in, we continue to see the goods
movement supply chain moving more goods
than ever before, goods reaching stores, and
the velocity of goods leaving the Ports of Los
Angeles and Long Beach increasing.”

Tracking progress at ports
It highlighted that earlier this week, the Ports
of Los Angeles and Long Beach offered
preliminary estimates of 849,000 loaded
containers imported in October. “This brings
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the total number of containers they have
imported between January and October to 8.6
million, which is 16% more than their previous
record over the same period in 2018. The ports
also reduced the number of containers sitting
on the docks for more than 9 days by about
one-third (32%) over the first two weeks of
November,” the White House commented.
“We continue to monitor the ability of the
goods movement supply chain to get goods
from the ports to store shelves. Census data,
specifically inflation-adjusted retail
inventories without autos, show that the value
of the goods on retailers’ store shelves and
in their warehouses grew between the end of
September and the end of October and is now
1% above its pre-pandemic level. Higher
frequency data from IRI show that the share of
consumer-packaged goods that are in stock
was 90% last week, just one percentage point
below its pre-pandemic level.” It noted that the
goods movement chain “is controlled by the
private sector, which is why we have continued
to work closely with the private sector to drive
improvements to the system”, adding:
“Corporate leaders have recently reaffirmed
that the system is successfully moving
products. In discussing the holiday season,
FedEx CEO Fred Smith said: “I think we’re ready
for this. This year we’re forecasting we will
deliver 100 million more shipments in this
holiday season than we did in 2019.”
In a call with President Biden last week, Target
CEO Brian Cornell “shared that we are ready to
deliver a great shopping experience for guests
this holiday season,” that inventories are higher
than last year, and that they are seeing
containers move at night at the ports of Los
18
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Angeles and Long Beach. Walmart said it
“had more products flowing through its
supply chain than during the same period last
year when pandemic demand for some
products strained supply. Its US inventory
rose 11.5% in the quarter,” the White House
reported.

Reducing congestion to increase
speed
It said the reduction in long-dwelling
containers was due, in part, to a new
congestion fee the ports imposed on ocean
carriers, adding: “The carriers have been so
successful at clearing the docks that the
ports announced this week they would
postpone charging the fee. Reducing the
number of containers sitting at the port
improves overall efficiency by creating more
space for containers to be unloaded more
quickly and giving trucks more room to
manoeuvre.” But it stressed that the docks
are not just full of loaded containers, with
“thousands of empty containers remain on
the docks as well, often sitting on chassis.
Without these chassis, trucks are unable to
remove containers from the docks, and a
shortage of chassis has contributed to the
increase in dwell times at the ports. “The
ocean carriers have now agreed to clear more
of these empties from the docks
faster, including bringing in vessels
dedicated to empty removal. Based on
these new commitments, they have already
cleared out 60,000 containers (measured in
TEUs), with commitments to remove another
28,000,” the White House noted.
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Restoring balance at ports
The White House also highlighted the recent
problems with US exports, noting that
although agricultural exports from ports are
up 6% compared to the same period last year,
when measured by weight, the roughly one
quarter of agricultural exports by ship that
move by container have seen those volumes
fall by 2% this year. “Our work to reduce
congestion at the Port of Savannah – the top
containerized agricultural export port in the
country by number of containers – should
help improve the flow of agricultural exports,”
the White House claimed. “With five pop-up
container yards located throughout the
Southeast, farmers will have more ways to
get commodities via truck or rail to this
critical port.” But it continued: “More work is
still needed, however, to improve exports out
of the nation’s ports. The rise in cost of
shipping between Asia and the West Coast
has meant that it is more profitable for the
ocean carriers to quickly load empty
containers or return without a full ship
instead of waiting for loaded containers to
get into the port. The share of exported
containers at the two ports that are empty
has risen from around 55% in the five years
preceding the pandemic to over 70% so far
this year.” It said this problem “is affecting
more businesses than just farms and raises
questions about the fair treatment of
American exporters and importers in the
shipping industry”, questioning whether
container shipping alliances have contributed
to the problems and whether they now have
too much power. “Today a system of global
alliances dominates global shipping where
nine carriers that have been organized into
19
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three alliances control about 80% of the global
shipping market, and 95% on the critical EastWest trade lanes. Alliances only controlled 29%
of the market as recently as 2011,” the White
House noted.
“This lack of competition leaves American
businesses at the mercy of just three alliances.
Retailers are charged fees for their container
remaining on the docks, even if there is no way
to move their containers. If the alliances
decide to not accept exports, agricultural
exporters will not be able to fulfil their
contracts, and farmers’ perishable products
may be left to rot. “In July, the President called
attention to these problems in his Executive
Order on Promoting Competition in the American Economy, which encouraged the Federal
Maritime Commission to vigorously enforce
the prohibition against ocean carriers charging
unfair fees to exporters and importers. The
Federal Maritime Commission, which has
jurisdiction to regulate the carriers, should use
all of the tools at its disposal to ensure free
and fair competition. It has already launched
an inquiry into excessive shipping fees that
are charged when the importer or exporter can
not plausibly move the container.” The White
House continued: “The FMC should consider
using its other tools, too. For example, while
the alliances between the carriers receive
statutory immunity from antitrust laws, the
FMC can challenge those agreements if they
‘produce an unreasonable reduction in transportation service or an unreasonable increase
in transportation cost or … substantially lessen
competition’.
“The Justice Department stands ready to lend
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the FMC its expertise and support. In fact, the
two agencies have already increased their
collaboration, which is part of the ‘whole of
government’ approach to promoting
competition launched by the Executive Order
on Competition.”
It continued: “Congress should take action
here as well. The FMC needs more resources
to oversee an industry with the size and scope
of global shipping. Its annual budget is just
around $30 million. Current laws also do not
require even basic transparency in this sector.
“For example, there is no public reporting of
the detention and demurrage fees carriers are
charging their customers. Moreover, Congress
should provide the FMC an updated toolbox to
protect exporters, importers, and
consumers from unfair practices. There is
bipartisan support for doing this, including a
bipartisan bill sponsored by California
Democrat John Garamendi and South Dakota
Republican Dusty Johnson. Their proposed
legislation includes good first steps towards
the type of longer-term reform to shipping laws
that would strengthen America’s global
competitiveness.”
The White House briefing concluded: “We look
forward to working with members of both
parties in Congress to ensure that we have
a system of maritime regulation that boosts
instead of reduces American competitiveness
for both importers and exporters. That would
complement the bipartisan infrastructure deal
that the President signed into law this week,
which is one step in the President’s broader
strategy to build a more durable industrial
strategy that will bolster America’s global

20
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economic competitiveness. “Reforms to our
shipping laws would help further improve our
ability to get goods in and out of this country more quickly and cost effectively, and

strengthen opportunities for US businesses to
connect with global markets.”
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Much of the growth this year in
the transport of international
goods has bypassed traditional
scheduled containerised ocean
freight services and been moved
by other means, according to the
findings of the latest
Container Shipping Market
Quarterly Review, published by
the Global Shippers Forum (GSF)
and MDS Transmodal.
The report indicates that the global trade in
goods has continued to grow this year,
including in the third quarter (Q3) of 2021, but
with deployed container shipping capacity fully
utilised, that additional growth is being moved
by a mix of air freight, rail services between
China and Europe, and own-charter vessels or
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services provided by non-liner carriers.
Commenting on the findings of the latest
Quarterly Review, GSF director James
Hookham said: “The Container Shipping
Market Review shows the extent to which
shippers sought out alternatives, as shipping
lines priced themselves out of reach and
narrowed the cost difference with offerings
from other modes. A measurable share is also
accounted for by vessels chartered by
shippers for their own goods, or by other
non-liner shipping carriers.”
The chart (below) shows the growth in world
trade since Q2 2020, as recorded by landed
imported volumes (gold line) and the slightly
declining volumes carried by scheduled ocean
liner services since that time (blue line) – “the
difference being international unitisable trade
that is being moved other than by scheduled
liner shipping service”, the report highlighted.

22
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Looking to the future, Hookham continued:
“The Great Shipping Crisis of 2021 has taken
many casualties as shippers trapped between
record rates and very poor service levels struggled to fulfil delivery deadlines for imports destined for the holiday sales season. Shippers
will be watching anxiously to see how quickly
these conditions abate in 2022, and whether
the use of these alternative services will
continue to grow. “Shipping lines are
attributing the cause of the crisis to severe
congestion in ports and logistics bottlenecks
inland. But this means that, as these
conditions ease post-peak season and output
dips in Chinese New Year, container shipping
capacity levels should increase to match
shippers’ demand more closely. This
recovery in capacity could accelerate if
consumers switch spending to services rather
than goods, and interest rate hikes and higher
energy costs take their toll on discretionary
spending”.
New analysis in the Review reveals the extent
to which shipping lines have adjusted
global service patterns with many more
‘shuttle services’ being introduced at the
expense of services making multiple port calls
in different regions. This reduces the number
of countries with direct connections to their

export markets and requires more frequent
transfer of loads between services at hub
ports, such as Singapore and Colombo. Mike
Garratt, chairman of MDS Transmodal, said:
“Our review this quarter has examined how
alliance members have expanded their role
in developing consortia and therefore market
shares and the way in which they have
addressed operational challenges in modifying
route structures. This reduction in services
linking multiple world regions has been
accompanied by a decline in the number of
countries that are directly connected.
“Given the dramatic growth in freight rates and
declining service performance it is not
surprising to see trade growing more quickly
than container volumes on the established
lines, as shippers have found other transport
solutions; starting own shipping routes, using
long-haul rail or air or semi-bulk traffics
switching to conventional methods.” The report
shows an increase in the number of scheduled
liner services serving just two regions, and
the decline in services making multiple port
calls in more than two regions. The number of
countries benefitting from direct connections
has been in decline of since 2019, the report
said.
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Shipping earnings will suffer
a double-digit decline next
year, following a record year in
2021, but remain considerably
higher than the pre-pandemic
levels, according to Moody’s
Investors Service.
“Business and financial conditions will remain
solid, but they are unlikely to get better than
they already are today,” the ratings agency said
in a report, which revised the global shipping
outlook to ‘stable’ from ‘positive’ on the back
of peaking earnings this year. The 13% drop in
earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation,
and amortization comes amid a host of
bearish factors, notably the lower gross
domestic product growth in the group of 20
advanced and emerging market economies in
2022.
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Moody’s estimated advanced economies, led
by the US, would post an average GDP growth
of 4.2% in 2022, from 4.9% this year, while a
steeper fall to 2.4% is forecast in 2023. Much
slower growth is expected in emerging market
countries, where average GDP is forecast to
fall to 4.8% in 2022 from 7.3% this year and to
further drop to 4.5% in 2023.
The forecast growth downtrend across the
world in the next two years comes against the
backdrop of the new Omicron variant,
underpinning the agency’s view that lockdown
measures in key global economies remain the
chief source of uncertainty to the global
economy and will act as a driver of financial
market volatility. Of the three major sectors of
the global shipping industry, more significant
and attention-grabbing developments are
expected to occur among container shipping
players as demand continues to outstrip
supply and as the sector continues to ride on
extended supportive fundamentals. Moody’s
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foresees limited deliveries of fresh tonnage in
2022, resulting in freight rates being kept at
high levels.
Containership owners are expected to use
cash flow from their operations on expanded
capital investments and acquisitions. They
are also expected to take advantage of record
high earnings and cash flow generation to pare
down debt levels. Despite the upbeat outlook
for the container shipping sector, prospects
are tempered by downside risks posed by the
large amount of new vessel orders placed over
the past 12 months.
“Earnings for container and dry bulk carriers
are at record levels,” said Daniel Harlid, senior
analyst at Moody’s and author of the report.
“However, we expect earnings to fall from their
2021 peak but remain high.
“Still, limited deliveries of new vessels next
year will help keep freight rates at elevated
levels.”
In the dry bulk sector, Moody’s forecasts very
limited new supply over the next three years.
This will help to keep freight rates high, even
as it noted that dry-bulk fleet capacity grew by
3.6% in the past 12 months up to October this
year. It said strong demand for commodities
such as iron ore and coal has pushed up
average charter rates to about 143% over the
past 12 months.

Tanker owners and operators will not have
much reason to celebrate in the coming year.
Moody’s expects “the direction of business
conditions for crude oil and product tankers to
at least stay flat in 2022.”
It foresees a slew of positive developments in
the oil sector, with growth in supply and demand as air travel recovers, but their benefits
to tanker owners and operators are to be
tempered by continuing fleet expansion.
Looking ahead, shipowners and operators
will face rising decarbonization pressures as
global, regional and local regulators press
them to cut emissions as the shipping industry
accounts for about 3% of global greenhouse
gas emissions.
Moody’s said it believed capital spending
would rise significantly during the current decade because shipping companies would need
to replace part of their older fleets to become
more energy efficient.
“We expect orders for newer and more energy-efficient ships to continue to be a theme
during 2022 as shipping companies prepare
for tougher environmental regulations that will
gradually be phased in from 2023.”
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Companies have only partly
addressed the weaknesses in
global supply chains exposed
by the coronavirus pandemic.
In the face of new challenges,
finishing the job is even more
urgent, according to a recent
study by McKinsey &
Company entitled, How
Covid-19 is reshaping supply
chains.
In May 2020, with much of the world still in
the grip of the first wave of the pandemic and
lockdowns leaving many companies struggling
to keep their businesses running, the
management consulting firm conducted a
survey of supply chain senior executives from
across industries and geographies. It revealed
that the vast majority of respondents (93%)

Movement

intended to make their supply chains far more
flexible, agile, and resilient. 12 months later, in
the second quarter of 2021, McKinsey
repeated its survey with a similarly diverse
group of supply chain leaders. This time, it
asked respondents to describe the steps they
had taken to shore up their supply chains over
the past year, how those changes compared
with the plans they drew up earlier in the crisis,
and how they expected their supply chains to
further evolve in the coming months and years.

‘Quicker to build inventories than
factories’
“In our 2020 survey, just over three-quarters of
respondents told us they planned to improve
resilience through physical changes to their
supply chain footprints. By this year, an
overwhelming majority (92%) said that they
had done so. “But our survey revealed
significant shifts in footprint strategy.
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Last year, most companies planned to pull

had struggled to find suitable suppliers to

multiple levers in their efforts to improve

support their localization or near-shoring

supply chain resilience, combining increases in

plans, the study underlined.

the inventory of critical products, components,
and materials with efforts to diversify supply
bases while localizing or regionalizing supply
and production networks. In practice,
companies were much more likely than
expected to increase inventories, and much
less likely either to diversify supply bases (with
raw-material supply being a notable exception)
or to implement nearshoring or regionalization

Despite these challenges, regionalization
remains a priority for most companies. Almost
90% of respondents surveyed said that they
expect to pursue some degree of
regionalization during the next three years, and
100% of respondents from both the healthcare
and the engineering, construction, and
infrastructure sectors said the approach was

strategies.” Different industries have

relevant to their sector.

responded to the resilience challenge in

Risk management

markedly different ways, the study observed.
Healthcare players stand out as resilience
leaders. They applied the broadest range of
measures, with 60% of healthcare
respondents saying they had regionalized their
supply chains and 33% having moved
production closer to end markets. By
contrast, only 22% of automotive, aerospace,
and defense players had regionalized
production, even though more than threequarters of them prioritized this approach in
their answers to the 2020 survey. Chemicals
and commodity players made the smallest

The pandemic pushed risk to the top of
virtually every corporate agenda, the study
noted. For the first time, most respondents
(95%) say they have formal supply chain risk
management processes. A further 59% of
companies say they have adopted new supply
chain risk management practices over the past
12 months. A small minority (4%) set up a new
risk-management function from scratch, but
most respondents say they have strengthened
existing capabilities.

overall changes to their supply-chain footprints

The actions taken by companies varied

during the past year.

according to the pre-crisis maturity of their

Some of these differences among sectors can
be attributed to the structural characteristics
of the industries involved: for example,
chemicals and metals are asset-intensive
sectors with large, expensive production sites.
Investments in new capacity can take years to
complete. Other respondents told us that they

supply chain risk management capabilities.
Companies with little or no risk management
experience tended to invest in new software
tools, while higher-maturity organizations
mainly focused on the implementation of new
practices, the study found. The proactive
monitoring of supplier risks was the primary
focus of these efforts, yet significant blind
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spots remain in most companies’ supply chain
risk management setups. Just under half of
the companies in our survey say they
understand the location of their tier-one
suppliers and the key risks those suppliers
face. But only 2% can make the same claim
about suppliers in the third tier and beyond.
That matters because many of today’s most
pressing supply shortages, such as
semiconductors, happen in these deeper

Movement
Supply chains at inflection point
The study concluded that over the past year,
supply chain leaders have taken decisive
action in response to the challenges of the
pandemic: adapting effectively to new ways
of working, boosting inventories, and ramping
their digital and risk management capabilities.
Yet despite that progress, other recent events
have shown that supply chains remain

supply-chain tiers.

vulnerable to shocks and disruptions, with

Digitization

supply side shortages and logistics-capacity

The study highlighted that with so much
interest in advanced analytics, it comes as
little surprise that the crisis has been a
catalyst for further digitization of end-to-end
supply chain processes. “An overwhelming
majority of survey respondents say they have
invested in digital supply chain technologies
during the past year, with most investing more
than they originally planned. Today’s ongoing
and planned digitization efforts are most likely
to focus on visibility, as companies strive for a
better picture of their supply chains’ real-time
performance. Talent remains a major barrier to
accelerated digitization, however, and the skills
gap is widening. In McKinsey’s 2020 survey,
only 10% of companies said they had sufficient
in-house digital talent. And by this year, that
figure had dropped dramatically, to only 1%.
Respondents report a range of ongoing
actions to address the digital-skills gap,
including reskilling (55%) or redeploying (30%)

many sectors currently wrestling to overcome
constraints. “Most worryingly, these new
problems are emerging just as senior leaders
are turning their attention away from supply
chain issues. In many sectors, there are signs
that the rate of investment in digital supply
chain technologies is slowing down. Talent
gaps are wider than ever, end-to-end
transparency remains elusive, and progress
toward more localized, flexible supply-chain
structures has been slower than anticipated.”
It added. “The coming months could turn out
to be critical for supply chain leaders. Some
companies will build upon the momentum
they gained during the pandemic, with decisive
action to adapt their supply chain footprint,
modernize their technologies, and build their
capabilities. Others may slip back, reverting to
old ways of working that leave them struggling
to compete with their more agile
competitors on cost or service, and still
vulnerable to shocks and disruptions.”

existing staff, hiring new talent from the labour
market (52%), and taking on specialist contract
staff for specific projects (21%).
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Supply chain bottlenecks are
set to ease but from strained
levels in the first quarter of
2022 and recede gradually as
the supply of goods improves,
consumer demand shifts and
labour markets evolve, Moody’s
Investors Service said in a
report.
Other findings include:
•

Discovery of the new Omicron variant could
cause the snarls to persist for longer than
Moody’s expects, which would pose risks to
the global growth and inflation outlook.

•

•

Taiwan’s electronic component exports often considered a proxy for semiconductor
shipments - continued to increase in
November.

“Our global growth and inflation forecasts assume that demand for goods will moderate in
2022 as consumers shift toward
consumption of services. But spread of the
new virus variant, depending on its
transmissibility and virulence, could still slow
services demand and lead to new supply
disruptions,” the report said. Semiconductor
production has been a closely watched
indicator of the demand-supply stresses in
the global economy, the report said. “Taiwan’s
electronic component exports, often considered a proxy for semiconductor shipments,

Overall global manufacturing and trade

continued to increase in November. Auto

activity remain strong and labour markets

production in Germany and the U.S, which has

are still improving; and

been hamstrung by semiconductor shortages,
picked up slightly in October, which suggests
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that semiconductor shortages in the auto

America) through the end of 2021 and into

industry may no longer be worsening and may

early 2022 as carriers continue to announce

be easing. However, the extended chip

additional blank sailings, Flexport said in its

shortage – as well as a shortage of

latest update. “Congestion-related delays,

magnesium – has led the order backlog for

sliding schedules, early closure of feeder port

Germany’s motor vehicles to spiral and

operations, and Covid-related restrictions are

improvement will take several months.” Recent

all at play in reducing available capacity. Blank

data indicate that freight rates for transporting

sailings to the PSW in particular are severe.”

goods to the U.S and Europe have generally

Rate levels remain elevated due to strong

stabilised with prices slightly lower in early

pre-Lunar New Year demand, and the premium

December than the peak in October.”We

market also remains strong. “Continue to book

expect shipping congestion to start to improve

well in advance (at least 4 - 6 weeks) prior to

after the peak demand season around

targeted departure for best possible chance

Christmas and through 2022. Still, the

of hitting target departure date. Encourage

increasing complexity of the supply chain will

suppliers to be flexible and support departures

continue to complicate the economic recovery

from different origin ports.” Drewry’s

path. Shipping pressures will likely ease only

composite World Container index increased

slowly given the need for replenishing

2.3 percent to $9,262.02/40ft container this

inventory stocks, strong housing activity,

week and remains 170% higher than a year

investment and production activity as the

ago. Freight rates on Shanghai–Los Angeles

economic expansion strengthens.

surged 5 percent to $10,138/40ft box. Spot

Additional COVID-19 outbreaks and extreme

rates on the Shanghai–New York and

weather events could cause disruptions to

Shanghai–Genoa routes increased 4 percent

persist for longer.”

and 3 percent to $13,118 and $12,801/FEU,

Blank sailings crunch space;
freight rates move up
Space crunch is expected on TPEB (Asia-North

respectively.“Rates on Shanghai–Rotterdam,
Los Angeles–Shanghai and New York–
Rotterdam hovered around previous weeks
level. Drewry expects rates to remain steady in
the coming week.”
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Last month’s surprise decline
in inbound volumes seemed to
reflect an increased number
of smaller ships arriving at the
ports, even as the line for entry
to the major U.S. gateway
complex grows.

been dispatched by retailers, manufacturers

Container imports at the largest U.S. gateway

up about one-third of vessel calls in October,

for seaborne goods trade fell sharply in

he said.

November, even as backups of ships waiting to
unload cargo at the Southern California ports
have been growing. The ports of Los Angeles
and Long Beach together handled the
equivalent of 765,963 loaded inbound
containers last month, the lightest traffic since
June 2020. The import volume was down 9.6%

and logistics companies as they scramble to
get around bottlenecks and satisfy consumer
demand. Mr. Seroka said smaller ships, which
are less efficient for the ports to handle than
larger vessels, made up about half the ships
that called at the Los Angeles port in
November. By comparison, smaller ships made

Port officials say that despite the November
decline in imports, the neighboring ports
remain on track to handle record import volumes for the year, surpassing 10 million boxes,
in 20-foot equivalent units, a standard industry
measure. The influx of smaller ships follows

from a year ago and off 10.1% from October.

a trend this year of ocean carriers pressing

Gene Seroka, the executive director of the Port

lanes from Asia to the U.S. West Coast and of

of Los Angeles, on Wednesday attributed the

big-box retailers chartering ships, as

decline to an influx of smaller ships that have

companies rush to restock inventories in time

smaller vessels into service on lucrative trade
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for the holidays. The import slowdown has

Mr. Seroka said some of the initiatives have

also coincided with a growing backlog of

worked. The number of import boxes sitting

vessels waiting to enter the ports. The

nine days or longer to be picked up from the

backup reached a record 101 container ships

port has fallen 56% since late October, he said.

on Monday, according to the Marine Exchange

But other indicators are trending in the wrong

of Southern California.

way. “It’s almost like a game of whack-a-mole,”

Most of those ships are lined up far out to sea
after shipping industry officials instituted a

Mr. Seroka said. “We try to get after one issue,
and then two or three more pop up.”

new queuing system for the ports in midNovember. The system is designed to move
the ships farther from the ports and spread
them out to avoid the risk of collisions in rough
winter seas. Congestion at the ports is being
caused by numerous issues. Marine terminal
executives say they can’t operate efficiently
because the docks are overflowing with
containers due to shortages of trucking
equipment and workers at inland warehouses.
Ports and Biden administration officials have
worked for months to reduce the congestion
with a range of initiatives, including a threatened fee on ocean carriers for import
containers that sit for too long at terminals.
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MONOCLE

INTELLIGENT
MANAGEMENT
We effectively manage on your behalf
so you can relax and focus on your life.

Network Management

Grand Balls

Conferences

Concerts & Festivals

General Mettings

When an operation is working efﬁciently
it is more productive and is producing greater beneﬁts
for all stakeholders.
With every One Monocle project we strive to provide our clients
with the best returns, tangible and intangible.

www.onemonocle.com
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Branding
Graphic Design
Social Media

We bring
Your vision to life
www.x2globalmedia.com
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Contact info:

17th Floor, Millennium City 3,
370 Kwun Tong Road,
Kwun Tong, Kowloon,
Hong Kong
Tel: +85237591691
Email: members@fps-group.net
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